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Water baby

Beach season is well and truly here and with the
right accessories keeping you cool and comfy this
summer, there’s all the more reason to settle in, lay
back and laze away those long hot days ocean-side.

BPA toxins from plastics are something we
should all keep away from and Cheeki water
bottles and coffee cups are the perfect way to
do it – while earning eco-friendly points too.
Featured here are the 500ml Green Owl water
bottle (brand new this summer) and the Coffee
Raw coffee cup. Both are made with pure
grade 304 stainless steel, safe to drink from and
reusable time and time again.
RRP: Green Owl 500ml water bottle $15.95; Raw
Coffee cup $13.95.
www.cheeki.net.au

Seamlessly smooth
Designed by pro surfer Mick Fanning, the
rdshort is
new Rip Curl MF1 Mirage boardshort
totally seamless, eliminating any niggling
ms. It’s
discomfort from chafing seams.
st one
the first boardshort to use just
ogether
single piece of fabric (fused together
sult is
with illusion tape) and the result
ck’s
quite simply, seamless. It’s Mick’s
favourite Mirage boardshort of all
time – and it’s ours too.

Pack it up
Pa
T new Hawaiian collection of eco-wise
The
PA
PAKitToMe backpacks from EnviroTrend are
th
the ultimate in compact (and eco-friendly)
b
beach bags. Closed, they are the size of
a packet of potato chips but opened up,
th
they fold out into a full-on backpack big
eenough for towel, book, suncream… all the
ac
accessories (up to 8kg worth). Also available
ar
are the SAKitToMe shopping bags which hold
uup to 20kg.

RRP: $89.99
www.ripcurl.com.au

R
RRP: PAKitToMe $15.99; SAKitToME $9.99.
www.envirotrend.com.au

Light and shade
If you don’t want to spend the day
battling with your beach umbrella it’s
worth going for something sturdy.
The Daytripper beach umbrella from
Beachkit weighs in at just 2.5kg but offers
a massive 205cm canopy and a selfanchoring auger that locks into the sand
– so chances are you won’t be chasing it
down the beach at the first gust of wind.
The long-lasting fabric also gives UPF 50+
UV protection to block out those harmful
rays, as well as the heat.
RRP: $82.50
www.beachkit.com.au

A BEACH
PRIZE PACK
We have one to give away which includes:
a Cheeki Green Owl water bottle and Raw
Coffee cup, an EnviroTrend PAKitToMe
backpack and SAKitToMe shopping bag, and
a Beachkit Daytripper beach umbrella.
For your chance to win and T&Cs, visit:
myresources.com.au/win.

